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While it is fairly obvious to see the earlier issues with entity-
model_age and time-stamps above we also have another
problem. The player cant cancel the download. To avoid
accidentally running the entity more than once we have to
make sure that it cant run during download. We can stop
the download in the window-close method and mark the
download as canceled. The player moves the cursor over
the entity-model_age value, sees the value is greater than a
reasonable number of seconds, and then clicks the Cancel
button. Finally, the player moves the cursor over the entity-
model_age value, sees the value is less than the first
number in the slider, and then clicks the download button.
Before we go on, be sure that you have downloaded the
scene, and copied the res/ directory to assets/scene-assets/.
You can also download the final project (the only thing that
changes in my repository is that you will have to download
the JSON files to the /res directory). That way you can go
back to it later. The above is a picture of an Entity
Relationship Diagram of a sample schema that I made while
teaching a University course. See my classes blog post to
find out more about this course and how you can download
the template in one click. The sample data uses a sample
bank application that I built as an example to help students
understand how to work with entities and entity relationship
diagrams.
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